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1. Full Name Of A Person

2. Number

3. Occupation

4. Location

5. First Name Of A Person

6. First Name Of A Person

7. Noun - Plural

8. Full Name Of A Person

9. First Name Of A Person

10. Holiday

11. Adjective

12. Adjective

13. Adjective

14. Adjective

15. Verb - Present Ends In S

16. Beverage

17. Subject

18. Verb - Present Ends In S

19. Vehicle

20. Part Of Body

21. Adjective
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Mean Girls Movie Summary

Full Name of a Person is a Number homeschooled daughter of occupation parents. They have

returned to the United States after a 12-year research trip in Location , settling in Evanston, Illinois and

having Cady attend public school for the first time. New classmates First Name of a Person and

First Name of a Person warn Cady to avoid the school's most exclusive clique, the Noun - Plural , who

are led by queen bee Full Name of a Person George. The Plastics take an interest in Cady, however, and start

to invite her to sit with them at lunch. Seeing that Cady is slowly becoming one of The Plastics, Janis hatches a

plan of revenge against Regina, using Cady as the infiltrator.

Cady soon learns about Regina's "Burn Book", a notebook filled with rumors, secrets, and gossip about the other

girls and some teachers. Cady also falls in love with Regina's ex-boyfriend, First Name of a Person Samuels,

whom a jealous Regina steals back at a Holiday party. Cady continues with Janis' plan to cut off

Regina's "resources", which involve separating her from Aaron; tricking her into eating nutrition bars that make

her gain weight; and turning Regina's fellow Plastics - Adjective rich girl Gretchen Wieners and sweet

but Adjective Karen Smith - against her. In the process, Cady unwittingly remakes herself in Regina's

image, becoming Adjective , Adjective , and Verb - Present ends in S Janis and Damian.

Cady hosts a party at her own house one weekend while her parents are away. While intended to be a small

get-together, a large number of people show up. While waiting for Aaron to show up, Cady drinks too much

Beverage before finally finding him. She explains to him how she was purposefully failing

Subject just so she could have an excuse just to talk to him, but this only angers Aaron, saying that

Cady's no better than Regina. Cady Verb - Present ends in S on Aaron due to the excessive amount of punch

she had earlier. While chasing after an infuriated Aaron, Janis and Damian show up, who are upset that Cady

lied to them about not being able to attend Janis' art show that day. Cady tries to explain her motives, but Janis

states that Cady has become worse than the Plastics by hiding a spiteful personality behind her cute and innocent

facade.

When Regina is finally made aware of Cady's treachery, she responds by spreading around the contents of her

Burn Book, quickly inciting a riot. To avoid suspicion, Regina inserts a fake libel of herself in the book in order

to blame the only female students not mentioned in the book, The Plastics. Principal Ron Duvall soon quells the

riot,



and ends up sending all the girls in the school to gather in the gymnasium. Math teacher Sharon Norbury, whom

the Burn Book slandered as a drug dealer, makes the girls mentioned in the book fess up to the rumors and

apologize to the other students and teachers. When Janis' turn comes, she confesses her plan to destroy Regina

with Cady's help and openly mocks Regina with the support of the entire school. Pursued by an apologetic Cady,

Regina storms out and gets hit by a school vehicle , breaking her Part of Body .

Without any friends, shunned by Aaron, and distrusted by everyone, Cady takes full blame for the Burn Book.

Her guilt soon dissolves and she returns to her old personality. As part of her punishment for lying and failing

Norbury's class, she joins the Mathletes in their competition. There, while competing against an

Adjective girl, Cady realizes that mocking the girl's appearance would not stop the girl from beating her.

She then realizes that the best thing to do is just solve the problem in front of you and ends up winning the

competition after her opponent answers incorrectly. At the Spring Fling dance, Cady is elected Queen, but

declares that all her classmates are wonderful in their own way, whereupon she breaks her plastic tiara and

distributes the pieces. Cady makes amends with Janis and Damian, reconciles with Aaron, and reaches a truce

with the Plastics.
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